TO RESERVE ON LINE PLEASE FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS BELOW:

1. Read the Contract thoroughly
2. Must be 18 years of age or older to reserve facility.
3. All hourly rental must be reserved on line only
4. Online calendar only allows one hourly transaction at a time.
5. For multiple hours, make multiple transactions.
6. Schedule changes due to inclement weather and family emergencies are understandable.
7. No refunds will be given—credit only.
   Text 307-575-7803 to change reserved time and credit will be applied at that time.
8. GROUND IS, AS-IS

THANK YOU!!!
HOURLY RENTAL AGREEMENT

Name: _______________________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________
                                                                                     _______________________________________________________________________

Telephone: ____________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

RENTAL DATE/S:
January _______________________________________________________________________
February ______________________________________________________________________
March _________________________________________________________________________
April _________________________________________________________________________
May _________________________________________________________________________
June _________________________________________________________________________
July _________________________________________________________________________
August _______________________________________________________________________
September _____________________________________________________________________
October ______________________________________________________________________
November _____________________________________________________________________
December _____________________________________________________________________

AGREEMENT TO INDEMNIFY, RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE TEMPORARY USE OF THE FACILITY AND PREMISES KNOWN AS THE GOSHEN COUNTY FAIR GROUNDS AND PAVILION, THE UNDERSIGNED, EITHER INDIVIDUALLY AND/OR ON BEHALF OF THE BUSINESS, ORGANIZATION, ASSOCIATION, GROUP OR CLUB, THE INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO REPRESENT, AGREES TO INDEMNIFY, RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS GOSHEN COUNTY, GOSHEN COUNTY FAIR BOARD, GOSHEN COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, THEIR EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, INJURIES, DAMAGES, DEMANDS OR CAUSES OF ACTION INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, THAT THE UNDERSIGNED OF UNDERSIGNED GUESTS, INVITEE, PARTICIPANTS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, HEIRS, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS MAY HAVE NOW, OR HEREAFTER, WHICH ARISE FROM THE USE AND ENJOYMENT OF THE FACILITY AND PREMISES.

By signing below, I agree to the all terms listed above and in this contract.

Date: __________ Signature: ____________________________________________
COMMON SENSE RULES:
➢ Your rental time is determined by the time you reserved. Early arrival may conflict with other renters.
➢ Arena surface is AS-IS
➢ If you are dragging the log or roping a mechanical device; rental will be at the beginning or the end of the day; please specify when reserving arena time.
➢ If you used it, please put it away. Pick up your trash.
➢ Check rest rooms. Close all doors.
➢ ALL RENTERS; please turn off all lights; including rest rooms.
➢ Disrespectful behavior will NOT be tolerated. We have the right to refuse service to anyone
➢ SUPERVISE ALL CHILDREN – Cost of repairs due to unattended children will be enforced.
➢ NO DOGS NO SMOKING NO GLASS BOTTLES
➢ DO NOT PROP DOORS OR GATES WITH OBSTACLES

SCHEDULING POLICY:
ON LINE ONLY – DROP BOX NO LONGER AVAILABLE

RATES:  (Subject to increase no more than 10% January of 2019)

_______  $60.00 per hour – riding–other
_______  $70.00 per hour– any type of roping–any type of rough stock
_______  $120.00 per hour–rough stock using our panels for turn back fence
_______  $120.00 per hour–speed events–INCLUDES tractor & driver
_______  $200  PER PEN PER MONTH  (This rate includes manure disposal)
_______  $100  LIVESTOCK DISPOSAL

PENALTIES:
_______  $500  PER DOOR LEFT OPEN; $1000 PER DOOR IMPROPERLY PROPPED OPEN
_______  $300  PER DAMAGED PANEL
_______  $300  EXCESSIVE CORRALING OF LIVESTOCK
_______  $500  PER INCIDENT SMOKING IN THE BUILDINGS / DOG (S) IN THE BUILDING
_______  $500  LIGHTS LEFT ON
_______  $300  TRASH NOT PICKED UP IN BUILDING AND AREA USED
_______  $500  ROPING CHUTE & LEAD UP ALLEY NOT SCOOPED & CLEANED
_______  TBD  ASSESSMENT OF ANY DAMAGE TO PREMISES DURING YOUR SCHEDULED RENTAL TIME

1st offense: Probationary period, to be determined per incident
2nd Offense: Enforce full amount of the fine. On probation until fines balance is paid in full.
3rd Offense: Banned from facility rental.

CANCELLATION POLICY: FOR ALL CANCELLATIONS PLEASE TEXT ONLY 307–575–7803
We certainly understand Emergency & Inclement Weather Conditions

Go Co Fair Association reserves the right to revoke rental privileges for but not limited to the following & funds will be retained:
Excessive cancellations, lack of timely cancellation notification & NO show
Disrespectful behavior to the facility, staff and/or other renters
Lack of following rules